Memory Capsule
instructions for use

The Memory Capsule fits securely into a range of our Pet Urns & Memorial
products to provide a discreet and safe place to store small mementos, a tiny
quantity of ashes (in the glass phial provided), and a name plaque or photo.
Please note: it is not necessary to remove the Capsule from the urn/memorial in order to access the interior
of the Capsule. If your pet’s ashes have already been placed inside the urn we do not recommend you remove
it. See overleaf for guidance on storing mementos and photos/plaques in the Capsule itself.

1.

Removing the capsule from your urn

1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn the urn upside-down, supporting it securely with cushions or similar padding
Using the finger holds (e.) grip and rotate anti-clockwise until the capsule can be removed from the urn
Place ashes into the urn/memorial. We recommend they are enclosed in a sealed bag
Replace Capsule into the urn & rotate clockwise until secure, making sure thread is correctly aligned

a. rubber seal

Illustration of Parts
b. upper screen

c. lower screen

d. ashes/keepsake recess
f. notch to aid removal of seal
e. finger grips
(one on each side)
g. screw thread

h. glass ashes phial

To store mementos and photos in the Capsule see overleaf for our step-by-step guide
If your pet’s ashes have already been placed inside the urn we do not recommend you remove it. Turn the urn
upside-down, supporting it securely with cushions or similar padding and follow the instructions overleaf.
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Memory Capsule
2. Storing

1

mementos & photos in your capsule
Insert the end of a SIM card
ejector tool or paperclip into
the notch (f.) and pop out the
rubber seal (a.) being careful
not to scratch the screen

2

Again insert the SIM tool or
paperclip into the notch (f.)
and carefully lift out the
two clear screens (b.& c.)

3

Remove the glass ashes phial
(h.) and fill as required. If the
glass phial is not needed it
may be recycled.

4

Place the glass ashes phial
and/or small mementos into
the Capsule recess (d.)

5

Align one of the clear screens
(c.) centrally into the opening
and press inwards firmly to
click it back into place.

Place your pet’s photo on top
of the lower screen (c.) and
place upper screen (b.) above
to protect it, clicking into
place as in step 5.

7

Replace rubber seal (a.)
pressing firmly back into
position.

Additional Notes:
If your capsule is already in place
in your urn turn it over & support
whilst completing the steps above
If you are using a Flexi Plaque in
place of a photo, the upper screen
(Step 6) may not be required.
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